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THEMATIC PHILATELY IN SLOVENIA
This year Slovenia has celebrated its 15th Anniversary as an independent country, but its philatelic tradition dates back to the
years after the first world war, when the first Slovene state, the
State of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs was established, that merged
with the Kingdom of Serbia into the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats
and Slovenes, later on called Yugoslavia.
The first philatelic clubs in Slovenia were established in 1919
(Ljubljana) and in 1921 (Celje), even if the first philatelic meetings
date back to 1911 in Maribor. The oldest still operating clubs are
those in Maribor (1933) and in Ljubljana (1934). At the first exhibitions held in Maribor in 1936 only classical stamps were exhibited, but at the next one in 1938 already some motive exhibits
were shown (e.g. airmail, handicapped people, sport, animals,
religion). It was not until after the second world war though that
the Filatelisticna Zveza Slovenije (FZS) was established. It was
only at that time that philatelists started to collect thematics and
motives on stamps more intensively. There were several exhibitions with such motive collections, the most popular themes being UPU, bridges, chess, national costumes etc.
All collectors, however, had mainly stamps in their exhibits. Thematic cancellations (only a few existed before WWII) were also
collected, especially those applied to club-printed envelopes, that
started to be prepared in the late fifties. It was only in the late
eighties that the concept of thematic philately started to be understood. During the first National exhibition in Skofja Loka
(Lokaphila’92), there was hardly a thematic exhibit, with only a
few motive ones linked to Slovenian motives, like Slovenica, sport
in Slovenia, tourism in Slovenia, Planica ski-jumps.
In Maribor 1996 the first thematic exhibits telling a story started
to appear, although the jurors at that time were still not convinced by the new trends. However, already half of the exhibits
there were thematic.
The FZS became a FIP member in 1993 and FEPA member in
1995. The first National Commissioner for Thematic philately
was appointed to FIP in 1998 in Milan. Several lectures at local
clubs have been given starting in 1996 to illustrate how to prepare thematic exhibits and then a series of workshops organized
from 2000 to explain the rules and secrets of success when exhibiting in thematic philately.
Slovenia started to take part to FIP exhibitions (‘94 Istanbul, ‘96 Moscow, ‘98 Tel-Aviv)
slowly climbing from the bronze to silver
level with its thematic exhibits. The first vermeil medal for a Slovenian exhibit was
achieved in London 2000, the first large vermeil medal in Philakorea 2002. And it was

won by a thematic exhibit about the history of mountaineering! A former thematic exhibit on beer, has recently turned
to open class and got the gold medal, the first for Slovenia, in
Washington 2006.
The number of thematic exhibits is, however, still small but a
few others are approaching the vermeil medal. Therefore,
we do not have specialized thematic exhibitions in our country. Anyway the percentage of thematic exhibits in our exhibitions is growing and is now more than 50%.
A special place in thematic philately is that of our young collectors. More than 90% of their exhibits are thematic. This is
particularly due to the fact that several clubs exist in schools,
their mentors being older philatelists and teachers, who have
received training (workshops in 2004 and 2006) by FZS. The
young are taught to tell stories with stamps and other philatelic material, the most popular themes being of course animals and sports. Two collections have achieved a FIP large
silver medal, and two other ones are at present quite promising.
The FZS bulletin, “Nova filatelija”, has published several thematic articles. A Handbook of stamp collecting dedicated to
youngsters, with a special emphasis on thematic collecting,
has been recently published by the Post of Slovenia and a
series of articles have appeared in the youth magazine PIL. In
2004 a book was issued on “Philately and scouting”.
Thematic material of Slovenia post is mainly its stamps and
illustrated postal stationery, an example, referring to Idrija
laces, being reproduced below, the many commemorative
cancellations, like the one with the famous Postojna caves,
and the peculiar motives on stamps, such as the one liberation from second world war concentration camps, and a variety of both international and Slovenian characteristics, that
have attained worldwide recognition, such as the famous
carnival mask of “Kurent” from Ptuj. We now see Slovenian
philatelic material in many thematic exhibits worldwide.
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